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How to Eliminate Anxiety and Nervous
Ticks
Using The Most Controversial Method Ever
Existed on this Planet?

The following method is highly controversial.
It’s not for the people who are
1. Faint hearted
2. Easily offended
3. Going to exploit this for all nasty purposes
I learned it from a book which was related to Improving Memory. I
don’t remember the name of an Author.
It works quite well even outside your interview hall. You can use it
on Influencers and Authority Figures.
So this method goes like this
When you are entering GD/PI hall, you see a panel of interviewers.
The same moment you see them, visualize this
“ Imagine

that your GD/PI panel is sitting naked in
their chairs.”

Only imagine , don’t say anything and most importantly don’t go
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overboard with this. Otherwise you will start laughing out and you
instantly come off as someone goofy or weird.
Also you can imagine that
“Your

panel members are dancing, doing some
weird acts, cracking some odd jokes and laughing
at each other.”
When you imagine that, it will form a gentle smile on your face or
you may have a genuine laugh (not laughter) and in the process
your tension will be relieved for that particular moment.

Warning
Don’t try to overdo it. If some of you are not comfortable in
completely undressing your panel then undress them partially till
the point you feel comfortable and even that feels little bit weird
then imagine that your panel is doing some outright foolish things
in front of your eyes, now that will make smile and that’s what you
want. (I am sure you don’t want to see their naked bodies)
If you do this in appropriate fashion, your positive energy will be
reflected back on your interviewer panel.
You can learn more powerful strategies by investing in this course
Now, the most important news, if you buy my GD/WAT/PI course
and after first 3-5 lessons, if you think, you haven’t got atleast 4
times the value you paid for, just mail me back on the email
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address I mention in the course or call me on my personal mobile
no and I will cheerfully give you full refund plus something more. I
am so confident about this and that’s why I have decided to put the
money where the mouth is, nobody in this industry gives such kind
of guarantee. (I checked.)
Big Ballsy Guarantee

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Only requirement is you should complete all the
exercises I mentioned in first few lessons and even if you still
don’t think it’s worth your time and money. Just pick up your phone
and give me a call. I will cheerfully refund all your money plus I will
add the same amount to it just for wasting your time. If you don’t
get any benefit from my product, I don’t deserve your money. It’s
that simple.
I have made it compulsory to complete all the exercises to keep any
weirdos ripping me off and put energy vampires at bay.
Seems fair, so what are you waiting for? Go ahead and order your
course now.

Click Here to Get Started
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